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Visual arts and film studies Film industry has surely come along way. Earlier 

movies especially of 1930s were less believable since it was less real. It 

contained short scenes and there was no communication but only reacting 

(Pratt154). It was not possible to play music and let characters or actors 

speak at the same time. There were no motion movies since technology was 

low. It was not possible to make color movies like the ones of nowadays. It 

was not possible to make fantasy movies like the ones seen nowadays. Since

then movie and film, industry has grown thanks to technological advances 

and government incentives (Swick 126). 

At the dawn of 1960s, movie industry saw major innovations like invention of

projectors to project movies to appeal to big audience. Fantasy movies 

became possible and animation became possible too. Motion movies became

possible too. Nowadays movies are almost real due to technological 

advancement. It has become possible to have beautiful setting to act 

movies. In the movie Kleingeld, background music and color together with 

setting help to show the theme of poverty and wealth in Germany (James, 

165). 

It is important to have film stars in movies. This is because film stars have 

mastered the way to relate with camera and directing film stars becomes 

less tedious as compared to new faces. Furthermore, audience wants to 

watch movies, which they know actors. If a movie contains only new faces, 

then the movie might not do well in the market. It is however good to mix 

film stars with new faces to introduce new actors in the world of film or make

belief industry (Eddinnger 254). 

Since technological advancement in film industry, filmmakers use a lot of 
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editing. Filmmakers edit movies to make it look real and explore fantasy. 

Editing helps to makes movies appealing to the eyes of the viewers or 

audience. The movie Strip Mall Trilogy uses 180-degree rule. This is advance 

editing to provide better viewing which appeals to audience (Adair 203). 
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